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SUMMARY Fishing Season 2021
2-11
12-27
28-29
30-37
38-45
46-51
52-53

HARD FABRIC LINE
HYBRID LINE
DROPSTICH LINE
ACCESSOIRES
PLUG N GO
SPARE PARTS

Freshwater or saltwater?
The pond a bit of a hike from the road?
A quick fishing trip vs. an all day outing?
On the water and concerned about boats?
Avid fishermen ourselves, we have taken a lot into
account when designing our float tubes.

Heko 130

TOP

The “HEKO 130” is an ideal float tube that suits the majority of body types.
Lightweight at 4.5kg/8lbs, its “V-shape” is formed by two independent vinyl air
chambers arranged within a 600D Cordura shell and inflated via safety valves.
The “V-shape” reduces waterline drag and improves maneuverability. Equipped
with an inflatable seat, two straps permit anglers to adjust the backrest angle.
Separate inflation of seat and air chambers ensure maximum safety. Several
D-rings can be used to anchor accessories. Use the two side bags or rear seat
space to store small tackle boxes and other gear. Includes a scaled apron in
cm.
- Available in camouflage : blue, desert, or white
- Maximum weight capacity :136kg/300lbs

BOTTOM

133cm
42cm

Hard Fabric line

103cm

31cm

DETAILS

HEKO 130
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31cm

Bottom

Top

Air Chamber

Cordura 600D

Cordura 600D

0.45mm

Valves

seat

Boston

Inflatable

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

133 cm

103 cm

4.5 kg

136 kg

SBD-HFHE-1

Hard Fabric line

One Renegade

Seven Bass Design’s the “One RENEGADE” is available in desert camouflage and weighs just 4.5kg/8lbs. This kick boat
model is equipped with all the essentials for anglers new to the sport of float tube fishing. Two vinyl air chambers and
seat inserts are quick to install. The seat and air chambers are inflated separately to ensure maximum safety. Once
inflated, novices to kick boating will be riding high on the water and feeling comfortably secure. Equipment and
tackle can be stored in the large attached side bags, the open space behind the seat, or in our unique pocket apron.
DETAILS

- Backpack straps are included for convenient transport when inflated

- Available in camouflage : desert
- Maximum weight capacity :136kg/300lbs.

ONE Renegade

Bottom

Top

Air Chambers

Cordura 600D

Cordura 600D

0.45mm

Apron

Seat

Valves

W/ zipped pocket

Inflated

Boston

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

133 cm

103 cm

4.5 kg

136 kg

SBD-FTFB-ONE
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Heko 145

BOTTOM

TOP

Hard Fabric line

140cm

The SEVEN BASS "HEKO 145" V-shaped body is a bit longer than the "One" and
"Bolt". Model design feature is defined by a mixed material construction.
Minimized structure weight thanks to the upper body 600D Cordura, and
improved puncture resistance due to the lower body water contact area
made of 1000D PVC. The foam seat is positioned comfortably above the water
level. Two adjustable straps modify the inclination of the backrest to adapt to
all morphologies. The "V" consist of independent air chambers equipped with
safety valves, and inflated individually for maximum safety. Rear seat storage or
two generous zippered pockets allow easy storage of your fishing boxes and all
the necessary equipment. Several rings allow you to attach various accessories.
Includes a graduated stripping apron and backpack straps.
- Available in camouflage : blue, desert, or white.
- Maximum weight capacity : 136 kg /300lbs

32cm
112cm

DETAILS

HEKO 145
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Bottom

Top

Air Chamber

PVC 1000D

Cordura 600D

0.45mm

Oars

Seat

Valves

No

Foam

Boston

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

140 cm

112 cm

5.8kg

136 kg

SB-HFHE-2

Hard Fabric line

Poontoon

SB-HFPO-O

TOP

SB-HFPO-SA

FRONT

BOTTOM

SIDE

65cm
143cm

39cm

39cm

The Seven Bass Float Tube “POONTOON” outer shell is made of 600D cordura. The tubular
skeleton is made of aluminum to prevent corrosion issues and minimize structural weight for
improved portability. The lightweight frame and stout structure means “Poontoon” is one of the
most compact models on the market. The foam seat has anglers positioned completely out of
the water. Removable cargo bags are attached with Velcro for efficient access. The frame
extends behind the seat area for anglers wanting to place a battery and mount an electric
trolling motor.
Available in camouflage orange or sand. Oars sold separately.

POOTOON

DETAILS

Bottom

Top

Air Chambers

Cordura 600D

Cordura 600D

0.45mm

Oars

Seat

Valves

Not included

Foam

Boston

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

140 cm

143 cm

5.4kg

130 kg
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Bolt Flex
modèle déposé

retrouvez les
Poches optionnelles

Cargo Flex

en page 38

Hard Fabric line

Clipline

special appron with zipped pocket

PVC bottom

The SEVEN BASS "BOLT FLEX" is part of the RENEGADE SERIES.
Developed for the North American market, there are several distinctive design features.
It has a hydrodynamic V-shape, weighs approximately 11 lbs., and has two color-coded
internal air chambers for easy inflation. The underbody is 1000D PVC so the contact area
has improved resistance to underwater hazards. The Bolt Flex benefits from the CLIPLINE, a
system of nylon webbing and Velcro strips that runs the length of the model to anchor loose
gear or CARGO FLEX side bags. There are two backseat rod holders and an open storage
behind the back seat, ideal for assorted fishing extras. The apron has a zippered pocket for
direct access to small boxes or tackle. Includes backpack straps and foot pump. Maximum
weight capacity 136kg / 250lbs.

Bolt Flex

8

2 rod holders and
security flag holder

DETAILS

Bottom

Top

Air Chambers

PVC 1000D

Cordura 600D

0.45mm

Clipline

Porte cannes

Valves

Yes

2

Boston

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

133 cm

103 cm

4.9 kg

136 kg

SBD-FTFB-BLT

Hard Fabric line

Element

modèle déposé
retrouvez les
Poches optionnelles

Cargo Flex

en page 38

Clipline

PVC bottom

Special apron with
zippered pocket

The ELEMENT’s size and shape is most similar to the SBD and incorporates responsive design
features as defined by the North American waterways. This float tube generally fits all body
types and is one of the most popular due to increased seat and weight capacity. V-shaped, weighs approximately 15 lbs., and has two color coded internal air chambers for easy
inflation. We’ve incorporated a PVC bottom to minimize risk of puncture from under water
hazards. For improved visibility, there is a security flag holder and bright orange accents.
An adjustable foam seat positioned above the waterline for greater comfort. The Clipline
consists of nylon webbing and Velcro which runs the length of the float tube. It is designed
for versatility and to efficiently anchor loose equipment with lanyards and secure cargo side
bags. There are two back seat rod holders, and an open storage space behind the seat,
ideal for assorted fishing extras (small cooler, pan net, etc.). Our exclusive pocket apron
conveniently allows anglers to keep their lures and tackle essentials close at hand. The
shallow pocket with double zip closer fits an assortment of small tackle boxes. Cargo bags
sold separately.
- Maximum weight capacity : 136kg/300lbs.

Element

2 rod holders and
security flag holder

DETAILS

Bottom

Top

Air Chambers

PVC 1000D

Cordura 600D

0.45mm

Clipline

Rod Holder

Valves

Yes

2

Boston

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

165 cm

112 cm

6.8 kg

136 kg

SBD-FTFB-ELT
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DEF Advance
modèle déposé

DESSUS

Advance Series
Over the past year the option of oars has been of increased interest
to anglers. In response to angler demand, Seven Bass Design is happy to introduce our “ADVANCE” option which denotes the addition
of oars across a range of said titled models.

DESSOUS

138cm

Hard Fabric line

45cm
112cm

34cm

DETAILS

DEF Advance
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34cm

The Seven Bass DEF Advance is a hard fabric “V” shaped float tube with
foam seats. The Advance model denotes removable oars. The design
expertise can be found in its complex material composition. The lower body
is made of a thick 1000D PVC fabric to better resist puncture from
underwater hazards. A lightweight float tube at 5.8kg/13lbs, the upper
portion of the outer shell is made of 600D Cordura to minimize net float tube
weight. Anglers position the two vinyl air chambers within the shell and
inflate via Boston valves. Tackle can be stored behind the seat or in the
generous cargo bags affixed on each side. Several rings allow anglers to
attach various accessories. Includes a graduated stripping apron and
backpack straps. Available in desert camouflage. Maximum weight
capacity: 136kg/300lbs

Bottom

Top

Air Chamber

PVC 1000D

Cordura 600D

0.45mm

Oars

Seat

Valves

Yes

Foam

Boston

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

138 cm

113 cm

5.8kg (+1.2kg for oars)

136 kg

SB- HFDEFA-SA

Hard Fabric line

SBD Advance
modèle déposé

DESSUS

DESSOUS

170cm
45cm
112cm

34cm

34cm

DEF ADVANCE
All of the design features of the SBD plus the added benefit of removable oars. This
float tube generally fits all body types and is one of the most popular due to
increased seat and weight capacity. Equipped with a foam seat, the backrest
angle can be adjusted via two side straps. The popular “V-shape” is formed by
two independent vinyl air chambers equipped with safety valves. The fact that the
air chambers are inflated separately improves safety. Two large attached side
bags allow anglers to store lures boxes and loose tackle. Several d-rings for
anchoring accessories. Storage area behind the seat is very convenient to place
a waterproof bag.
Includes a graduated stripping apron and backpack straps.
- Available in camouflage : desert.
- Maximum weight capacity : 136 kg./300lbs.

DETAILS

SBD Advance

Bottom

Top

Air Chambers

PVC 1000D

Cordura 600D

0.45mm

Oars

Seat

Valves

Yes

Foam

Boston

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

170 cm

112 cm

6.8 kg (+1.2kg for oars)

136 kg

SB- HFSBDA-SA
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Create in 1995 Societe CLEE, a family company based in Bordeaux, has been revolutionizing the fishing and hunting marketplace across
France and the EU for over 20 years. SEVEN BASS Design, a SOCIETE CLEE brand, is dedicated to developing specialty fishing watercrafts
and ancillary fishing accessories. Sebastien Clee has directed product development for the past 12 years. SOCIETE CLEE is consistently a
first movers in innovation, design, and technique developments. Below highlights some of our many first to market product launches
- 2011 : ARMADA. SOCIETE CLEE introduces the first tubeless PVC hybrid float tube in Europe
- 2012 : COBRA. The first hybrid PVC float tube with oars, for improved mobility, launched in Europe.
- 2014 : JUNGLE OPERATOR. SEVEN BASS DESIGN reinvents float tubes as we know them by integrating dropstitch technology.
Renegade anglers can now fish seated or standing. As well as use fins, oars, or a trolling motor.
- 2015 : SKULLWAY. The first fishing float tube with an incorporated trolling motor mount. Go the distance!
- 2016 : BOLT. SEVEN BASS DESIGN introduces the Flex system to anchor gear and customize cargo storage. Float tube can now
be personalized for the fishing session at hand.
- 2016 : FLATFORM. SEVEN BASS DESIGN registered FLATFORM is introduced.
- 2017 : série ADVANCE. SEVEN BASS DESIGN float tube anglers now have the choice of a classic cordura float tube with oars.
- 2017 : TOMAHAWK. A cutting edge design to support enhanced multi-angled casting.
- 2018 : JUNGLE OPERATOR FLEX Wins Efttex’s top award “Innovation of the Year”. The ultimate float tube is now plug & go
ready.
- 2019 : SEVEN BAS DESIGN at this year was crowned by 2 Awards at EFTTEX in Brussels:
		- BEST FLOATING APPAREL
		- VISITORS CHOICE

for the 2019-20 season for its FLATFORM JUNIOR.

Hybrid line

SEVENBASSDESIGN.COM
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Hybrid line

Infinity 160

side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

Closer in design structure to a semi-rigid inflatable boat,
the INFINITY 160 “V” shape consist of independent chambers equipped with summit valves inflated individually for
maximum safety. Simplified in form and function, Infinity
is an ideal model for anglers new to float tube fishing but
are looking to start directly with an hybrid. Thanks to the
hybrid structure, gone is the hassle or worry involved in
installing air chambers as with classic float tube models.
Lightweight at 5.5kg/12Lbs this lean float tube has a maximum weight capacity of 325 Lbs. The adjustable foam
seat rides high on the water. Includes backpack straps,
stripping apron, and two removable side bags.

DETAILS

INFINITY 160

PVC

Thickness

Valves

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

Seat

Air Chamber

Motor Mount

Dropstitch

x2

Sold Separately

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

160 cm

116 cm

5.5 kg

145 kg

SD-HLI-LG
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RockStar 135

modèle déposé

side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

TOP

BOTTOM

135cm
50cm

35cm

35cm

120cm

Hybrid line

ROCKSTAR 135
The ROCKSTAR 135 is a hybrid PVC float tube with compact proportions when compared to
our other models for improved mobility if traversing water or land. Lightweight at 7.6kg/16.5
lbs., this model is composed of two inflatable compartments 35cm/14in in diameter which are
designed to support landing more combative fish. A wide adjustable dropstitch seating area
has anglers riding high on the water and supports bilateral casting. Store essential tackle in
either large removable side bag. The stouter design provides comfort, stability and optimal
safety for a maximum weight capacity of 140kg/300lbs.

ROCKSTAR 135
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DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

Seat

Air Chamber

Motor Mount

Dropstitch

x2

Sold Separately

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

135 cm

120 cm

7.6 kg

140 kg

SB-HLRS-GG

Hybrid line

Brigad 160 Racing
side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

SB-HLBRR-BR

SB-HLBRR-VG

BRIGAD RACING 160
Introducing SEVEN BASS DESIGN’s BRIGAD RACING float tubes featuring clean lines and bold
colors. Lightweight at 7kg/15lbs, these models are geared toward pond hopping. Use comfort side/top grips or backpack straps to ease tube transport when hiking into remote waters.
These models offer traditional tackle storage in rear seat space or via removable cargo side
bags. The lipped stripping apron easily gathers fly line or keeps essential tackle readily available. Our comfortable dropstitch seating has anglers seated above the water line.

BRIGAD RACING 160

SB-HLBRR-BG

SB-HLBRR-NJ

DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

Seat

Air Chamber

Motor Mount

Dropstitch

x2

Sold Separately

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

160 cm

120 cm

7 kg

160 kg
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Brigad 160 Advance
side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

BOTTOM

TOP

Hybrid line

BRIGAD 160 ADVANCE
Introducing the New BRIGAD 160 ADVANCE equipped with oars to minimize excessive
leg fatigue due to prolonged kicking in larger bodies of waters or those waters with mild
current. Designed with back seat storage and dual cargo side bags for essential fishing
tackle. While our signature dropstitch seat provides support and comfort. Available in two
tone grey and handling a max weight capacity of 160kg/352lbs. The size and feature mix of
the Brigade Advance will appeal to predator and catfish anglers looking to discreetly brave
difficult fishing grounds.

BRIGAD 160 ADVANCE
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DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

Seat

Air Chamber

Motor Mount

Dropstitch

x2

Sold Separately

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

160 cm

120 cm

8 kg

160 kg

SB-HLBRA

Hybrid line

Explorer 170 Flex

modèle déposé

side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

The SEVEN BASS EXPLORER FLEX is part of the RENEGADE SERIES.
Hybrids have proven to be the model of choice for avid float tube anglers thanks to quick setup, ease of maintenance, superior material, and extent of
customization. Developed for the North American market, this model weighs approximately 8kg /17lbs. V shape consist of independent chambers equipped
with high safety valves inflated individually for maximum safety. Designed to accommodate storage needs, Explorer Flex benefits from the CLIPLINE, a system
of nylon webbing and Velcro strips that runs the length of the model to
anchor loose gear or up to four CARGO FLEX side bags. A high positioned
DETAILS
dropstitch seat provides greater comfort and support for extended fishing
sessions. There are two backseat rod holders and the unique apron has a
zippered pocket for direct access to small boxes or tackle. The Explorer
PVC
Thickness
Air Chamber
Motor Mount
Flex comes equipped with a trolling motor bracket so anglers can quickly
and efficiently mount a 40lb e-trolling motor. The backseat storage is ideal
Coated 1000 D
0.7mm
x2
Yes
for placing a fishing bakkan to hold the motor’s battery.
Clipline
Rod
Holder
Valves
Seat
- Available in : two tone grey.
- Includes : backpack straps, carry all bag and foot pump.
Yes
2
High Pressure
Dropstitch
- Cargo bags are sold separately.
- Maximum weight capacity : 160kg/ 350lbs.

EXPLORER

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

170 cm

116 cm

10 kg

160 kg

SBD-FTEXGY
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Armada 170
side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

BOTTOM

TOP

SB-HLAR-R

SB-HLAR-V

SB-HLAR-N

Hybrid line

In 2012 SBD introduced the ARMADA 170, the first chamberless PVC hybrid float tube in
Europe. Inspired by their inflatable boat TROOPER, the ARMADA can be defined as a mix of
traditional float tube and semi rigid inflatable boat. Hybrids quickly became the preferred
model for avid float tube anglers thanks to the quick setup, ease of maintenance, and
superior quality. ARMADA has since been updated to include a dropstitch seat for greater
comfort and visibility. Essential gear can be organized in removable side bags or in the rear
seat storage. Backpack straps are included to assist in transport once inflated.
- Available in four colors : red, green, black, or navy
- Weight : 8.0kg / 17.64lbs.
- Maximum weight capacity : 160kg / 352.74lb
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ARMADA

SB-HLAR-B

DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

Seat

Air Chamber

Motor Mount

Dropstitch

x2

Sold Separately

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

170 cm

120 cm

11 kg

160 kg

Hybrid line

Skullway 170

modèle déposé

side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

SB-HLSK-O

SB-HLSK-V

SB-HLSK-N

SB-HLSK-B

2 sides (left and right) preset for motor mount

Introduced in 2012, the SBD SKULLWAY 170 revolutionized the float tube market. Anglers could
now have the best of both worlds; use fins to pivot on the water while casting and cover more
water with motorized assistance. This model has removable underbody fins, side security
fenders, and a sturdy trolling motor bracket. Anglers can quickly and efficiently mount a 40lb
E-trolling motor. The backseat storage is ideal for placing a fishing bakkan to hold the motor’s
battery. A middleweight at 10kg/22lbs equipped with detachable side cargo bags and a
lipped apron for tackle essentials.

SKULLWAY

DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

Seat

Air Chamber

Motor Mount

Dropstitch

x2

Yes / 2 positions

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

170 cm

120 cm

10 kg

160 kg
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Cobra 170

side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

SB-HLCO-R

SB-HLCO-V

With the success of the Armada, SBD launched the COBRA 170 in 2013. A dynamic V-shaped hybrid with all the benefits of the ARMADA plus removable oars. Design details went
beyond the integration of oars to include keels to limit the lateral drift and improved navigation. A booster (inflatable removable floor) extended max load from 160 to 180kg. Tackle
can be stored in either the removable cargo side bags and in a fitted rear seat splash-proof
bag. Backpack straps are included to assist in transport once inflated.
- Available in four colors : red, green, black, or navy
- Weight : 11.0kg / 24lbs.
- Maximum weight capacity : 180kg / 400lbs

Cobra
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SB-HLCO-B

BOTTOM

TOP

Hybrid line

SB-HLCO-N

DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

Seat

Air Chamber

Motor Mount

Dropstitch

x2

Sold Separately

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

170 cm

120 cm

11 kg

180 kg

Hybrid line

tomahawk 160
modèle déposé

side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

SB- HLTW-B

TOP

SB- HLTW-N

SB- HLTW-V

BOTTOM

The TOMAHAWK 160, a middleweight at 12kg/26 lbs., is the first “W” float tube on the market. A
unique crossbreed between a fishing pontoon and a "V" float tube. Our distinctive model is engineered to offer optimal glide and comfort. The lightweight oars and rigid keels limit lateral drift
and enhances navigation. A wider raised dropstitch seat have anglers sitting high on the water
with improved space for bilateral flex casting. Tackle storage can be found in the compact
rear seat space or with (2) removable cargo bags.
- Available in 3 colors : navy, army green, black
- Maximum weight capacity : 150kg/330lbs.

Tomahawk

DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

Seat

Air Chamber

Oars

Dropstitch

x2

Yes

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

160 cm

120 cm

12 kg

150 kg
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Float X-4

Hybrid line

Waders FLOAT-X4
Designed to be breathable and comfortable while seated,
Float-X4 waders are made with 4 layers of laminated material and are reinforced in critical areas. Specific neoprene
reinforcements on the legs, knees, shins, calves and glutes.
Dorsal cut higher than the front. Chest adjustment. Also features a large external chest pocket with waterproof closure
and hand warmers. Adjustable neoprene suspenders for a
maximum confort. neoprene belt. neo- prene gaiters with
hook for fins. Walking boots reinforced with neoprene lining,
anti-slip for greater comfort when swimming or walking.
Supplied in an exclusive waterproof bag.
Ref. VS-SUPFX4-+Taille
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Sizes (S, M, L, XL, LK, XLK)

CLASS

REGULAR

KING

Size

Chest

Height

Waist

Inseam

Total

EU Shoe
size

S

104

102

104

85

140

38-40,5

M

114

112

114

90

145

40,5-43
40,5-43

L

122

122

122

94

150

XL

132

132

132

97

155

43-46

MK

122

127

122

90

145

40,5-43

LK

132

137

132

94

150

40,5-43

XLK

142

147

142

97

155

43-46

Hybrid line

modèle déposé

Expedition 180 Flex

side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

The SEVEN BASS "EXPEDITION FLEX" is part of the RENEGADE SERIES.
Developed for the North American market, the Expedition is the largest float tube within the SBD line. The Expedition has all the benefits of a hybrid: quick setup,
ease of maintenance, and highly customizable. Weighing approximately 8kg /18lbs, the V shape chambers provide greater buoyancy and are equipped with
summit valves for efficient inflation. It comes equipped with a trolling motor bracket, so anglers can quickly and efficiently mount a 40lb e-trolling motor. This
model stands apart thanks to its formidable size and weight capacity of 180kg/ 450lbs. The Expedition is ideal for anglers on extended fishing session for larger
predator fish. The Expedition Flex benefits from the CLIPLINE, a system of nylon webbing and Velcro strips that runs the length of the model to anchor loose gear
or up to four CARGO FLEX side bags. A high positioned dropstitch seat provides greater comfort and support for extended fishing sessions. There are two backseat rod holders and the apron has a zippered pocket for direct access
to small tackle boxes. The backseat storage is ideal for placing a fishing
DETAILS
bakkan for the trolling motor’s battery. Backpack straps are included to
assist in transport once inflated.
- Available in : army green
- Includes : backpack straps, carry all bag and foot pump
- Cargo bags are sold separately
- Maximum weight capacity 180kg/ 450lbs.

EXPEDITION FLEX

PVC

Thickness

Air Chamber

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

x2

Motor Mount
Yes

Clipline

Rod Holder

Valves

Seat

Yes

2

High Pressure

Dropstitch

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref

135 cm

120 cm

7.6 kg

140 kg

SBD-FTPGN
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Concept ULTIM-8
The ULTIM-8 concept of SEVEN BASS DESIGN comes directly from the user experience and the feedback we have been
able to collect all around the globe, whether through all our staff as well as the end users of our products, from the USA to
Italy, from Canada to Portugal, from Sweden to Japan, via Germany or the countries of the East, without of course forgetting France !!
It is really the culmination of a user process in all its depth.
The observation is the same everywhere when we talk about fishing for predators in a float tube:
“YES, THE FLOAT TUBE IS VERY IMPORTANT, BUT THE ACCESSORIZATION IS JUST AS IMPORTANT!
The ULTIM-8 Concept is therefore mainly focused on this: USER EXPERIENCE.
All products in the ULTIM-8 range are therefore equipped as follows in order to be accessorized in the simplest way possible
by fishermen:
They have 5 Plug & Go bases:
• 2 Plug & Go Low Profile base placed directly in front of you, on the side of the
apron.
		
o We have arranged here the LOW PROFILE bases, because if you do not
use them, the height of these bases will never hamper you
• 3 classic Plug & Go base with double entry :
		
o 2 on each side on the front, and one on
the back

Similarly, all models have an motor mount, located either on the right rear, or completely at
the rear depending on the model
Likewise, they all have the CLIP LINE system, and
are delivered directly with:
• a FLEX CARGO XL bag, PVC bag with the largest storage capacity of
the entire CARGO FLEX SYSTEM range: 52cm long, 28cm wide and 20cm high
generates almost 30 liters!
• a BAKKAN SYSTEM L, the largest clip line compatible bakkan, with its 13.2
liters of storage

The ULTIM-8 concept is also available in a FULL PACK version.

Hybrid line

This version is a perfect complement to the basic version, with the addition of 4 accessories considered essential for any
respectable float-tuber:
• 2 Low Profile adapters, used to connect all plug & Go accessories with the Low Profile bases
• An R-VOLUTION 3 rod holder allowing 3 rods to be loaded simultaneously, both spinning and casting, and rotatable 360 ° on a horizontal plane, and 90% on a vertical plane
• An fishfinder mount with multi-position and tilting probe support
• A GO-CAM Mount to receive cameras, cameras or "action cams" to immortalize your sessions

24

Hybrid line

Brigad 160 ULTIM-8
ULTIM-8 Edition

x3

x2

FULL PACK

x2

side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

ACCESSOIRES PLUG&GO Ready

Base Plug&Go high

Base Plug&Go low

x3

x2

motor mount
yes

side bags

Flex Line

Bakkan System L + Cargo XL pvc

yes

FULL PACK : ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

accessory 1

accessory 2

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

rod holder R-VOLUTION 3

GO-CAM Mount

Seat

Air Chamber

accessory 3

accessory 4

Dropstitch

x2

fish finder mount

2 Low Profile adaptators

BRIGAG160 ULTIM-8

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref. PLUG&GO READY

Ref. FULL PACK

160 cm

120 cm

7 kg

160 kg

SB-HLBU-BG-PGR

SB-HLBU-BG-FP
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Armada 170 ULTIM-8
ULTIM-8 Edition

x3

side bags

x2

FULL PACK

Cargo Flex
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x2

ACCESSOIRES PLUG&GO Ready

Hybrid line

Base Plug&Go low

x3

x2

motor mount
yes

side bags

Flex Line

Bakkan System L + Cargo XL pvc

yes

FULL PACK : ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

DETAILS
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Base Plug&Go high

PVC

Thickness

Valves

accessory 1

accessory 2

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

rod holder R-VOLUTION 3

GO-CAM Mount

Seat

Air Chamber

accessory 3

accessory 4

Dropstitch

x2

fish finder mount

2 Low Profile adaptators

ARMADA 170 ULTIM-8

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref. PLUG&GO READY

Ref. FULL PACK

170 cm

120 cm

11 kg

160 kg

SB-HLAU-VG-PGR

SB-HLAU-VG-FP

Hybrid line

Expedition 180 ULTIM-8
ULTIM-8 Edition

x3

x2

FULL PACK

side bags

x2

Cargo Flex
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ACCESSOIRES PLUG&GO Ready

Base Plug&Go high

Base Plug&Go low

x3

x2

motor mount
yes

side bags

Flex Line

Bakkan System L + Cargo XL pvc

yes

FULL PACK : ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

accessory 1

accessory 2

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

rod holder R-VOLUTION 3

GO-CAM Mount

Seat

Air Chamber

accessory 3

accessory 4

Dropstitch

x2

fish finder mount

2 Low Profile adaptators

EXPEDITION 180 ULTIM-8

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Ref. PLUG&GO READY

Ref. FULL PACK

180 cm

120 cm

8 kg

180 kg

SB-HLEU-GG-PGR

SB-HLEU-GG-FP
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Brigad Racing

en option

SB-BKSL-BRGD

x1

side bags
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Here is one of the two float-tubes developed in collaboration with BASS BRIGADE R, the American brand based in Modesto, California: the BRIGAD RACING BRGD edition:
Here we offer a model equipped with a dropstich seat 15cm thick, exclusive XL cargo bags,
as well as a Plug & Go base.
You will find on this models our very last bar fixing system.
The BRIGAD RACING in BRGD R version is the uncompromising, simple and efficient model.
This model benefits from the Delux straps system for easier porting once inflated, even over
great distances, as well as its hand pump and a "caryall" type storage bag.
Many BASS BRIGADE R logos remind us of belonging to this unique collaboration!

BRIGAD RACING BRGD
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DETAILS

PVC

Thickness

Valves

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

High Pressure

Seat

Air Chamber

Motor Mount

Dropstitch

x2

Sold Separately

Lenght

Width

Weight

Max Load

Réference

160 cm

120 cm

7 kg

160 kg

SB-BRGD-BR

Flatform Junior

en option

SB-BKSL-BRGD

x3

side bags

Cargo Flex
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When the pinnacle of what you can find in the global float tube market meets the very best in peach urban textile development, it results in a collaboration
between SEVEN BASS DESIGN TM and BASS BRIGADE R
The American brand based in Modesto, California offers you here its version of the FLATFORM JUNIOR in its BRGD edition.
The smallest of the Flatform family, the ultimate evolution of what is done on this type of innovative product, the JUNIOR is here presented in an exclusive color
directly resulting from this unprecedented collaboration.
the FLATFORM JUNIOR BRGD edition still does not have a rigid structure, and is composed of 3 parts. On the sides are reinforced and coated camouflaged
PVC canvas tubes. But this central part is made of 3D Mesh, the SEVEN BASS AIR DROPSTITCH! The dropstich is a very fine mesh of polyester yarns that keeps
the desired shape once the unit is inflated. This mesh structures and stiffens the whole so that your FLATFORM JUNIOR does not look like a big balloon when
swollen! This is the so-called "dropstitch" technique.
This production will allow you all the extravagances that you have never even imagined with a float tube !!! Indeed, the space and the stability offered will
even allow you to be able to fish standing on your FLATFORM JUNIOR and those despite its 1.70m long and 1.55m wide!
Its manufacture is of the best quality and the equipment is very complete with oars on the side flanges to raise the oars, side bags with their CLIPLINE system.
This system will allow you to secure your "flex cargo side bags" or other accessories. Finally, we have modified the motor mount for more security.
The FLATFORM JUNIOR is delivered "Plug & Go Ready": three "Plug & Go" bases are already installed, you just have to equip your boat as you see fit with the
depth sounder support, GoCam Mount, rod holder, etc ...
Regarding navigation, it also benefits from the "Bat Wing" between the legs which will break the wave that is created when you sail with the electric motor, we
have also added "rocker" on the two points to
Flatform Junior BRGD
facilitate navigation and gliding on the boat.
water when a little choppy water rises!
Lenght
Width
Weight
Max Load
On the hull, two small fins are permanently
positioned under the side flanges, while a
170 cm
155 cm
15 kg
180 kg
large removable fin is located at the rear,
DETAILS
before the engine position.
Stored in its transport bag, it easily finds its
place in the trunk of a car. Inflated in a few
Droptitch
Thickness
PVC
Thickness
Valves
minutes, it is perfectly rigid thanks to its signifi2700g/m²
15cm
Coated
1000
D
0.7mm
High
Pressure
cant thickness of over 16cm (6 ’) inflated to a
maximum pressure of 15 psi for the dropstich
Max Dropstitch
Valves
Oars
Max PVC pressure
Réference
part, and 3 psi on the PVC sides.
pressure
haute préssion

Yes

15 Psi - 1,03 Bar

15 Psi - 1,03 Bar

SB-BRGD-FJ
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Nano

side bags

Cargo Flex
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Dropstitch line

Tended for a long time by many anglers who love flash
or light sessions, here is the latest addition to the dropstich family: the NANO!
This "little" nugget is refined. No oars or engine support,
but the essentials are there ...
The smallest version of the entire Air Dropstitch family,
the NANO offers an ultra conventional size.
The latest creation from SEVEN BASS DESIGN, this innovative product still does not have a rigid structure, but is
made of 3D Mesh, the SEVEN BASS AIR DROPSTITCH.
The dropstich is a very fine mesh of polyester yarns
that keeps the desired shape once the unit is inflated.
This mesh structures and stiffens the whole so that your
NANO does not look like a big balloon once blown! This
SB-DSN-SF
is the so-called "dropstitch" technique.
This production will allow you all the extravagances that
you have never even imagined with a float tube !!!
However, the NANO is not made for standing up fishing, although the bravest will risk it.
Its manufacture is of the best quality and the equipment is very complete, thanks to its 3
Plug & Go bases, its CLIPLINE system, and even an integrated height rod!
This system will allow you to secure your "flex cargo side bags" or other accessories. As
standard, the NANO comes with a CARGO FLEX XL and a BAKKAN SYSTEM in size L.
This NANO is therefore delivered "Plug & Go Ready": three "Plug & Go" bases are
already installed, you just have to equip your boat as you see fit with the sounder
support, GoCam Mount, rod holder, etc. ...
As for navigation, he also benefits like his big brothers from the "Bat
Wing".
On the hull, two small fins are permanently positioned on the sides.
Lenght
A large removable centerboard is located at the rear completes its
equipment.
150 cm

SB-DSN-O

SB-DSN-G
ACCESSORIES PLUG&GO Ready

high Plug&Go base

Flex Line

x3

yes

side bags

fish ruler

Bakkan System L + Cargo XL pvc

yes

NANO
Width
120 cm

Weight

Max Load

8 kg

140 kg

Stored in its transport bag, it very easily finds its place in the trunk of
a car.
On the inflation side, it beats all the records that you can know: less
than a minute with the original inflator !!
it will therefore be terribly effective for sessions where the launch
must be done very quickly !!

Droptitch

Thickness

PVC

Thickness

2700g/m²

15cm

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

Once again, without compromising on safety, SEVEN BASS DESIGN
has achieved the feat of an innovative and avant-garde product.

Valves

Air Chamber

max Dropstitch Pressure

hight pressure

x1

15 Psi - 1,03 Bar
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DETAILS

Dropstitch line

Nano Full Pack

Here is the NANO in this exclusive color is the FULL PACK version.
This release complements perfectly the version Plug & Go Ready, with the addition of three essential accessories
for any deemed float-tuber is respecting:
• one rod holder 3 R-VOLUTION for boarding 3 rods
simultaneously, as well as spinning casting, and rotated 360°
on a horizontal plane, and 90% on a vertical plane. this rod
holder will naturally find its place at the back of your NANO
• one Fishfinder mount with multi-position and tilting
probe support
• one GO-CAM Mount to receive cameras, cameras or "action cams" to immortalize your sessions

FULL PACK

SB-DSN-V

side bags

Cargo Flex
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FULL PACK : ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
accessory 1

accessory 2

rod holder R-VOLUTION 3

GO-CAM Mount

accessory 3
fish finder mount
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Flatform Junior
modèle déposé
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EFTTEX AWARD WINNERS

What next for the best new tackle in Europe?
August 2019

Issue 139

Essential reading for buyers in the tackle trade
EFTTEX

www.angling-international.com
WINNERS

Seven Bass Design
product milestones

Best New Floating Apparel

FLATFORM JUNIOR

Société Clee steadies
itself for export push after
two wins for Seven Bass
Winning three EFTTEX awards in two years is
evidence that product development at Société
Clee is going in the right direction, says the
company’s Managing Director, Sébastien Clee.
The French manufacturer behind the Seven
Bass brand won the Best New Floating Apparel
and Visitors’ Choice awards for its Flatform
Junior at this year’s show in Brussels, just 12
months after winning the Innovation of the
Year award in Amsterdam.
“The awards give legitimacy to a small
company like ours because we are in a category
with huge, worldwide companies,” says Clee.
“ They mean such a lot at a time when we are ju st
beginning our export strategy and are proof
that we not wrong with our product development.”
The Flatform Junior is not just another new
product, but the missing link between float
tube and kayak/SUP fishing, says Clee. At
T: +33 55 789 1313 E: contact@sevenbassdesign.com
44

2011: ARMADA Europe’s first tubeless
PVC hybrid float tube.
2012: COBRA The first hybrid PVC float
tube with oars to be launched in Europe.
2014: JUNGLE OPERATOR
The float
tube is reinvented with dropstitch technology.
Anglers can fish seated or standing, using
fins, oars or a trolling motor.
2015: SKULLWAY
The first fishing float
tube incorporating a trolling motor mount.
2016: BOLT Introduction of the Flex
system to anchor gear and customise cargo
storage.
2016: FLATFORM Enabled anglers to
stand up on their float tubes.
2017: ADVANCE Series
Float tube
anglers given the choice of a classic cordura
float tube with oars.
2017: TOMAHAWK
A cutting-edge
design to enhance multi-angled casting.
2018: JUNGLE OPERATOR FLEX
Plugand-go float tube wins EFTTEX Innovation
of the Year Award.
2019: FLATFORM JUNIOR
Wins two
EFTTEX awards, Best Floating Apparel
and Visitors’ Choice.
1.70 metres, it is
the perfect size
for a conventional
float tube, has the
stability of an SUP,
weighs less than
13kg and is easy to
store when deflated.
“We have introduced a
number of ‘firsts’ to the market,” adds Clee.
“This includes allowing anglers to stand up
on their float tube, a real revolution. But that
came at a cost for hardcore belly-boat
fishermen because it was longer than they
were used to. However, the Flatform Junior has
reconnected with the float tube purist.
“It is smaller and lighter, can be used seated
or standing, and with fins, oars or trolling motor.
It is a real fisherman’s toy, but also a useful tool.”
www.sevenbassdesign.com

August 2019

This is the FLATFORM JUNIOR.

Dropstitch line

The smallest version of the Flatform family, the JUNIOR offers the same size as most conventional float tubes.
Ultimate evolution of what is done on this type of innovative products, the FLATFORM JUNIOR has no rigid structure.
The FLATFORM JUNIOR, like its big brothers, is composed of 3 parts. On the sides are rolls made of PVC reinforced and coated. But this central part is made in
3D Mesh, the SEVEN BASS AIR DROPSTITCH! The dropstich is a very fine mesh polyester son to keep the desired shape once the unit inflated. This mesh structure
and stiffens all so that your FLATFORM JUNIOR does not look like a big balloon once gong! This is the so-called "dropstitch" technique.
This production will allow you all the extravagances that you have never imagined with a float tube !!! Indeed, the space and stability offered will even allow
you to fish standing on your FLATFORM JUNIOR and those despite its 1.70m long and 1.55m wide!
Its manufacture is of the best quality that it is and the equipment is very complete with oars on the lateral tubes to raise the ladies of swimming, side bags with
their system CLIPLINE. This system will allow you to secure your "flex cargo side bags" or other accessories. Finally, we modified the engine support for more
security.
The FLATFORM JUNIOR is delivered "Plug & Go Ready": three "Plug & Go" bases are already installed, you just have to equip your boat as you wish with the
sonar stand, GoCam Mount, cane holder, etc ...
Question navigation it also benefits from the "Bat Wing" between the legs that will come to break the wave that is created when we navigate the electric
motor, we also added "rocker" on both points for easy navigation and sliding on the water when a little chop rises!
On the hull, two small fins are permanently positioned under the side flanges, while a large removable fin is located at the rear, before the engine position.
Stowed in his carrying bag, it easily fits into the trunk of a car. Inflated in minutes, it is perfectly rigid thanks to its significant thickness of more than 16cm (6
') inflated to a maximum pressure of 15 psi for the dropstich part, and 3 psi on the PVC sides.
The FLATFORM JUNIOR is the pinnacle of what you will find on the world float tube market and that's why it won 2 awards at the international fair of EFTTEX
2019 in Brussels:
		
- BEST FLOATING APPAREL season 2019-2020
		
- VISITOR’S CHOICE season 2019-2020
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Dropstitch line

SB-DSFF-J-SF

SB-DSFF-J-V

SB-DSFF-J-G
Flatform Junior

side bags

Cargo Flex
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Lenght

Width

170 cm

155 cm

Weight

Max Load

15 kg

180 kg

DETAILS

Droptitch

Thickness

PVC

Thickness

Air Chambers

2700g/m²

15cm

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

x3

Valves

Motor Mount

Oars

Max Dropstitch pressure

High Pressure

Yes

Yes

15 Psi - 1,03 Bar

Max PVC pressure
3.6 Psi - 0,25 Bar
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Flatform Evo
modèle déposé

side bags

Cargo Flex
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An inflatable watercraft, in class all its own, SBD’s patented FLATFORM EVO is a true crossbreed between a SUP
and a hybrid float tube. Ideal for fly or cast line fishing, this
sturdy model is approximately 42 lbs. It is engineered using
the latest in dropstitch construction. The central platform
is ridged when inflated and is supported by two curved
side rockers to provide hydrodynamic support. On the
hull, two small fins are permanently positioned under the
side rockers, while a large removable fin is located at the
rear. Oars and cargo side bags are removable to adapt
to the fishing session at hand.
Flatform Evo’s benefits come to life on the water. Anglers
now have the choice to cast seated all the while using
their fins to guide the craft as with a traditional float
tube or cast standing thanks to the rigid central fishing
platform. Experience improved movability by simply lifting
swim fins from the water and using oars to propel the craft
across the water. For longer distances easily secure an
e-trolling motor to provided bracket.

SB-DSFF2-SF

Dropstitch line

After the fishing session, use the dual action pump to
deflate the craft. The Flatform Evo can then be folded,
secured with strap and placed it’s carry all bag.
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SB-DSFF2-V

SB-DSFF2-G

SB-DSFF2-O

Flatform
Lenght

Width

200 cm

140 cm

Weight

Max Load

17 kg

200 kg

DETAILS

Droptitch

Thickness

PVC

Thickness

Air Chambers

2700g/m²

15cm

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

x3

Valves

Motor Mount

Oars

Max Dropstitch pressure

High Pressure

Yes

Yes

15 Psi - 1,03 Bar

Max PVC pressure
3.6 Psi - 0,25 Bar

Dropstitch line

Flatform Evo Xl

modèle déposé

Whether fly or
cast line fishing,
the FLATFORM Evo XL
is designed to meet the
demands of anglers fishing
larger open bodies of water such as
the Baltic Sea, or anglers fishing remote
waters inaccessible to boat and subject to
cooler water temperatures. The FLATFORM Evo
XL builds off of the unparalleled success of the
FLATFORM Evo as a dynamic fishing vessel that
delivers on form and function. A crossbreed
between a SUP and a hybrid float tube the Flatfrom Evo XL is a portable fishing platform with
impressive navigational ability that does not
require a trailer or roof rack to transport.

side bags

Cargo Flex
page 38

The Flatform Evo XL weighs approximately
21kg/46lbs and is engineered using the latest
in dropstitch construction. The PVC structure
means that any accessory that can be glued
on to an inflatable kayak or SUP can also be
glued onto the FLATFORM Evo.
For enhanced navigation, anglers use fins to
navigate slowly or pivot while casting.
For greater mobility, anglers lift their
feet from the water, rest their fins on
the spreader bar and use oars to glide
across the water. While for longer
sessions or on larger bodies of water a
e-trolling motor can be easily mounted.
Flatform Evo XL offers large proportions
and a wider central fishing platform, 8ft
long and 5.5ft wide. Oars and cargo
side bags are removable to adapt to
the fishing session at hand.
- Max Dropstich Pressure: 15 Psi - 1.03
Bar
- Max Pressure PVC: 13 Psi - 0.2 Bar

SB-DSFF2-XL-SF

SB-DSFF2-XL-V

SB-DSFF2-XL-G

Flatform Evo XL
Lenght

Width

245 cm

170 cm

Weight

Max Load

21 kg

300 kg

DETAILS

Droptitch

Thickness

PVC

Thickness

Air Chambers

2700g/m²

15cm

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

x3

Valves

Motor Mount

Oars

Max Dropstitch pressure

High Pressure

Yes

Yes

15 Psi - 1,03 Bar

Max PVC pressure
3.6 Psi - 0,25 Bar
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Jungle Operator Flex
modèle déposé

side bags
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You will inevitably appreciate its evolution,
here is the JUNGLE OPERATOR FLEX !!
Presented at Efttex Amsterdam in 2018, SEVENBASS DESIGN
does not come back from this international trade fair empty
handed! Indeed, we are very happy to come back from EFTTEX with an
Award!
And not just any one, but the coveted one, and covering all categories, namely the "Innovation
of the Year Award season 2018-2019"
(to also specify that we are the only French company to have had an award this year .... and re COCORICO !!)

Dropstitch line

Fruit of the work of the whole team, and the crossing of the experience of ambassadors in the field, this float tube has been designed from A to Z for the
sinner!
Still like the FLATFORM and the JUNLGLE OPERATOR, the JUNGLE OPERATOR FLEX can be used with fins, oars and / or electric motors, and both seated and
standing!
But in addition it has been completely revised to allow you to have your JUNGLE OPERATOR ready to go: it is "Plug & Go Ready" !!
Four "Plug & Go" glue bases are already positioned, you just have to equip your boat as you see fit with the depth sounder support, GoCam Mount, rod
holder, etc ...
As for navigation, everything has also been revised, we have introduced a "bat wing" between the legs which will break the wave that is created when you
sail with the electric motor, we have also added "rocker" on the two points to facilitate the sailing and gliding on the water when a little choppy water rises!
We have also equipped it with our "clip line" which will allow you to secure your "flex cargo side bags" or other accessories, we have modified the engine
support for more safety and the seat, which is now an inflatable seat in “Dropstitch” too, for your comfort on board your JUNGLE FLEX! This last element will
be very useful to you on your winter sessions, with choppy water to be sure to be 100% dry !!

You can find this JUNGLE OPERATOR FLEX in 2 versions:
- Plug & Go Ready : delivered with its motor support,
its pair of oars, the Dropstitch inflatable seat with 3
dorsal rod supports, its foot bar, its transport bag,
and 4 Plug & Go bases already positioned.
reference: SB-JOF-O
- FULL Plug & GO : this is the Plug & Go ready
version, with in addition 3 rod holders, a GoCam
Mount, a quadruple "AMIRALE" base, and an echo
sounder support!
reference: SB-JOFK-O
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Jungle Operator FLEX
Lenght

Width

240 cm

122 cm

Weight

Max Load

24 kg

250 kg

DETAILS

Droptitch

Thickness

PVC

Thickness

Air Chambers

2700g/m²

15cm

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

x1

Valves

Motor Mount

Oars

Max Dropstitch pressure

High Pressure

Yes

Yes

15 Psi - 1,03 Bar

Jungle Operator Evo

Dropstitch line

modèle déposé

side bags

Cargo Flex
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In 2015, Seven Bass Design launched the JUNGLE
OPERATOR signaling the next generation of float
tube design.
2019, is now time tp the JUNGLE OPERATOR EVO.
the Using the latest in performance materials, the
Jungle Operator evolved the fishing float tube to
a dynamic inflatable fishing vessel that delivers
on form and function. The air dropstitch structure
creates a ridge platform, so anglers can cast
seated or standing.
A formidable float tube weighing 24kg/ 42lbs, the
drop stitch material means the structure is ridged
while inflated. For enhanced navigation, anglers
use fins to navigate slowly or pivot while casting.
For greater mobility, anglers lift their feet from
the water, rest their fins on the spreader bar
SBand use oars to glide across the water. While for
longer sessions or on larger bodies of water a e-trolling
motor can be easily mounted. When deflated with the
reversible pump the craft can be folded and stored in
a carryall that fits in most car trunks.
The PVC structure means that any accessory that can
be glued on to an inflatable kayak or SUP can also be
glued onto the Jungle Operator.
The Jungle Operator is a portable fishing platform with
impressive navigational ability that does not require a
trailer or roof rack to transport. Side storage bags are
included for essential fishing tackle.

Jungle Operator
Lenght

Width

240 cm

122 cm

Weight

Max Load

24 kg

250 kg

DETAILS

Droptitch

Thickness

PVC

Thickness

Air Chambers

2700g/m²

15cm

Coated 1000 D

0.7mm

x1

Valves

Motor Mount

Oars

Max Dropstitch pressure

High Pressure

Yes

Yes

15 Psi - 1,03 Bar
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Cargo Flex System
FLEX CARGO TRUNK XL

CARGO FLEX SYSTEM
Thanks to the CLIPLINE installed on the majority of the
SEVEN BASS DESIGN float tubes, a real life line composed
of a "daisy chain" and 2 velcro strips, now you can choose
your CARGO FLEX side bags
The CARGO FLEX make up a whole range, with several
models of sizes, shapes, and different materials, corresponding necessarily to a particular use and need.
With SEVEN BASS DESIGN, you can now prepare the bags
of your float tubes in advance, as well as choose their
locations on your float tube, in order to best match your
type of fishing.

Size
Black

50 x 24 x 15cm

Black / Yellow

SBDBG- CLS2ZY

Black / Orange

SBDBG- CLS2ZO

Accessoires

FLEX CARGO XL PVC
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Size

SB-BG-TBN

FLEX CARGO Plus

FLEX CARGO Classic

Size

40 x 25 x 13cm

Size

53 x 23 x 14cm

Black / Yellow

SBDBG- CL2ZPLUSY

Black / Orange

SBDBG- CL2ZPLUSO

FLEX CARGO Gator PVC

52 x 28 x 20cm

Size

57 x 23 x 13cm

Black / Yellow

SBDBG-XLCY

Black / Yellow

SBDBG-GATORY

Black / Orange

SBDBG-XLCO

Black / Orange

SBDBG-GATORO

FLEX CARGO EXTREM Weatherproof

The EXTREM WEATHERPROOF is resistant to all the
assaults of the capricious
weather!
Very big capacity with its
26 liters !!

Size
Black

50 x 20 x 26cm
SB-BG-EWRN

CARGO EXTREM Back Waterproof

The EXTREM BACK
WATERPROOF offers you
more than 30 liters 100%
waterproof. It is designed
to fit perfectly in the space
behind the seat of your
float tube.

Size
Black

28/40 x 34 x 26cm
SB-BG-EWBTN

FLEX CARGO BAKKAN System M

This BAKKAN SYSTEM M version will recevied all your
bags of soft lures and small
lure boxes thanks to its 6.4
liters capacity.

Size
Black / Grey

25 x 19 x 13.5cm
SB-BKSM

CARGO BAKKAN System Back
Thanks to its over 30 liters,
our BAKKAN SYSTEM BACK
will host, well sheltered,
at the back of the seat of
your float tube all what you
need for your long session,
without it being too high
(which prevents your seat
from being too vertical)

Size
Black / Grey

28/40 x 34 x 26cm
SB-BKSB

Accessoires

FLEX CARGO EXTREM Waterproof

The EXTREM WATERPROOF is
resistant to all the onslaught
of capricious weather and
much more, as it is 100%
waterproof!
Very big capacity with more
than 26 liters, which will
make for all your sensitive
paraphernalia !!

Size
Black

50 x 20 x 26cm
SB-BG-EWTN

FLEX CARGO BAKKAN System S

This BAKKAN SYSTEM S version
will accceuill wonderfully all
your little equipment in its
capacity of 3.6 liters

Size

18 x 15 x 13.5cm

Black / Grey

SB-BKSS

FLEX CARGO BAKKAN System L

This BAKKAN SYSTEM L version
will accommodate in its 13.2
liters all you need for your
long session.

Size

38 x 24 x 14.5cm

Black / Grey

SB-BKSL

FLEX CARGO BAKKAN System L

This BAKKAN SYSTEM in L
version, BASS BRIGAD version
will accommodate in its 13.2
liters everything you need
for your long sessions.

Size
Black / Yellow

38 x 24 x 14.5cm
SB-BKSL-BRGD
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Accessoires
Accessories
Rod Holder SQUAD 1

Support Sondeur SQUAD FF
Le SQUAD FF est le support sondeur pour float
tube de la gamme SEVEN BASS le plus simple.
Ce support de sondeur est accompagné du
support de sonde indispensable au bon
positionnement dessous votre float tube.
Il se positionne indifféremment à droite ou à
gauche, sa tête rotative accueillera à
merveille tous vos sondeurs de tailles petite à
moyennes.

The SQUAD 1 is an upright single rod mount
with a rotating head. Designed to securely
mount a single spinning or fly rod to any
classic or hybrid float tube models. The
adjustable strap configurations enable the
mount to be positioned on either the left or
right side of the craft.
Réf : SB-RH1

Réf : SB-RHFF

Rod Holder SQUAD 4 BAKKAN

Rod Holder SQUAD 4

Le SQUAD 4 BAKKAN est LE support de cannes pour float tube de la gamme
SEVEN BASS qui permettra de pouvoir partir en pêche avec 4 cannes, et
cette fois ci en l'associant à une bakkan, il va maintenant pouvoir recevoir
plus que simplement quelques leurres ou du petit matériel, grâce à sa
capacité de stockage de presque 23 litres.
La structure du SQUAD4 BAKKAN est fabriquée en aluminium tandis que tout
le fond est en PVC soudé complètement étanche.
Dimension interne : 35 x 41 x 16cm

To support fishing sessions where more than one rod is desired, the SQUAD4 is
a horizontal multi-rod mount made of aluminum, PVC and reinforced canvas.
The foam brace securely cradles up to 4 rods. The self-draining undertray,
designed to rest lures or small tackle, expands the prep space and keeps
essential materials within reach.

Réf : SB-RHB4

Rod Holder SQUAD 6

Accessoires

For extended float tube fishing session, the SQUAD6 is
a horizontal multi-rod mount made of aluminum, PVC
and reinforced canvas. The foam brace securely
cradles up to 6 rods. The self-draining undertray,
designed to rest lures or small tackle, expands the
prep space and keeps essential materials within
reach. Ideal for tournaments where anglers need
access to their range of rods.
Réf : SB-RH6
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Réf : SB-RH4

Accessoires

BAKKAN Line

SEVEN BASS DESIGN fishing bakkans are water resistant and lightweight for multi-functional appeal. Ideal for storing anything from loose tackle to live bait.

BAKKAN - RH LINE
The HARD RH LINE series of Bakkans SEVEN BASS is composed of 2
rigid waterproof bags welded, waterproof splash water and spray.
Their zipped lids are perfect for preventing spray and other rain from
entering. They each have on each side a molded integrated rod
holder, with a locking system of your rod.
Both models are equipped with reinforced self-locking carrying
handles.

Ref.
SB-BKH-36P
SB-BKH-40P

Color

Volume

Red &
White

22.5l.

36 x 25 x 25cm.

Dimensions

27l.

40 x 27 x 25cm.

BAKKAN - HARD LINE
The HARD LINE series of SEVEN BASS Bakkans consists of two rigid waterproof bags, medium sizes (22.5
and 27 liters) ideal to store tackle and lure boxes. Zipped lid designed to help keep the content dry. Both
models have a handy outside pocket that can receive either a small box or an aerator if you need to
turn your bag into temporary livewell.
They are also equipped with self-locking reinforced handles and a adjustable shoulder strap.

Ref.

Volume

Dimensions

SB-BKH-36

22.5l.

36 x 25 x 25cm.

SB-BKH-40

27l.

40 x 27 x 25cm.

BAKKAN - SOFT LINE
The SOFT LINE series of Bakkans SEVEN BASS is composed of four semi-rigid waterproof bags welded,
waterproof splash water and spray.
Respectively their capacities are 20, 25, 45 and 85litres.
You will find in this range the perfect bakkan for storing your boxes of lures and accessories. All their
lids are zipped. On occasion you can wish to turn them into temporary tanks.
The three largest models are equipped with self-locking reinforced carry handles, and the four
models have an adjustable shoulder strap. Because of their flexible structure, they are not bulky
when flattened for storage and storage.

Ref.

Volume

Dimensions

SOFT LINE 36

SB-BKS-36

20l.

36 x 24 x 24cm

SOFT LINE 40

SB-BKS-40

25l.

40 x 25 x 25cm

SOFT LINE 50

SB-BKS-50

45l.

50 x 30 x 30cm

SOFT LINE 85

SB-BKS-86

85l.

63 x 45 x 30cm

BAKKAN - P.M.L. LINE
The P.M.L. LINE Bakkans are a semi-rigid welded container characterized by its flexible structure. These
multi-purpose containers are ideal for storing small tackle and lures. The welded design keeps contents
dry to splash or spray. Zip closure and transparent lid allows angler to quickly asses contents.

Volume

Dimensions

Bakkan P

SB-BKS-PO

Ref.

2.2l.

19.5 x 12.5 x 9cm.

Bakkan M

SB-BKS-MO

4.2l.

24.5 x 19.5 x 9cm.
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LEGACY 150N
The Seven Bass LEGACY150N is an automatic
inflation vest tested and certified according to the
international CE and ISO 12402-3 standards. Valid
for all types of off-shore nautical and aquatic
activities.
Features:
- Conform to standards
- ISO 12402-3
- CE 150N
- Inflatable lifejacket 150 Newton
- SOLAS approved retro-reflective tapes
- Ergonomic cut at the shoulders for optimal
freedom of movement
- Comfortable, lightweight and robust
- Automatic inflation in less than 5 seconds,
with possibility of manual inflation for a double
security.
- Equipped with CO2 cartridge 33gr, flotation
150 Newtons.
- Suitable for users over 60 kg and for temperatures between -30 ° C and + 65 ° C.
- Neoprene protection at the neck for greater
comfort.
- Fixing ring at the back of the collar.
- Integrated holding harness.

OCEAN CAMO :
ref : SB-TGLC

- One size: 94 to 140cm bust
- weight: <1.2kg

Anchor : Complete set
Galvanized mini grapple anchor with special tilted shovel to support static
float tube fishing on your best spots!
This complete set includes:
- an anchor of 700gr,
- a rope bag
- 9m of rope
- a buoy strung on the rope
- a stainless carabiner
Réf : SB-ANC

Anchor DRIFT
The DRIFT is a reinforced nylon anchor, conical in shape, for float tube
anglers looking to leverage drift fishing conditions. Once in water the
anchor positions itself correctly thanks strategic placement of ballast and
floating foam. The DRIFT is an essential accessory to slow down your craft
in order to better explore your positions.
Dimensions: 12 x 85 x 65 cm.
Réf : SB-AKF

Floating Net FLYTA

Accessoires

FLYTA is the 8mm mesh floating net of the VØLKIËN Soul range. The upper surface
can be closed by a quick clamping link. The bottom is equipped with a ring, to
fix a ballast and to avoid that the net folds on itself. When simplicity becomes the
practical utra, you have FLYTA.
An accessory you will not be able to do without during your float-tube sessions
Inside diameter of 45cm for a depth of 65cm
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Ref.

Diam.

Depth

Mesh

VS-BFF

Ø 45cm

65cm

8mm

FULL BLACK :
ref : SB-TGLB

Accessoires
FINS
FINS Li
Lin
ne
e
ONE

DUCKS

Special float tube Fins

Special float tube Fins

Réf : YHFTP1

Réf : SB-FTF-PD

VITAILS

MASTER

Special float tube Fins

Special float tube Fins

Réf : SB-FTF-PV

Réf : SB-FTF-PM

REVENGE
Special fins float tube, with an angle between foot and wing, creating
an optimal thrust, both uphill and downhill.
Ultra simple shoe thanks to our new Bungee System.
Réf : SB-FTF-RV
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KIT SUPPORT MOTEUR AVANT pour unité gonflable
Here is a complete set for front engine mounting with 4 pads to stick on any inflatable PVC
unit, inflatable boats as well as hybrid float tubes. So you can customize or simply improve
your craft, by adding this support which will welcome an electric motor or any other accessory that you will need to fix, clip or tie on a rigid base. Support comes with 4 p ads and glue.
ref : SB-KSMA

Colle EXTASY Glue
EXTASY Glue Special glue for gluing PVC products.
Working temperature
18 ° C to 30 ° C
The adhesive and the materials to be bonded must not be used at a temperature below + 18 ° C. An
adhesive exposed to low temperatures must be well mixed and tempered at a temperature of 18 - 30 ° C
minimum 72 hours before use.
Surface preparation
Surfaces to be bonded must be clean, dry, free of dust and any grease.
gluing
Apply a thin film of fine and regular glue on the two materials to be assembled. After the aeration time
of 2 to 5 minutes display both materials. The open time as well as the aeration time is a function of the
ambient temperature, the thickness of the layer applied and the absorbency of the supports. As soon as
the solvents are evaporated, the glue film becomes dull and the two supports can then be reactivated
at a temperature of approximately + 70 ° C and displayed directly by exerting a good contact pressure.
In some cases, it is possible to accelerate the drying by a heating tunnel which allows to reactivate in stride.
référence :

SB-EXTGL

kit de réparation EXTASY Liquid PVC
EXTASY Liquid PVC for the repair of all products made of PVC.
Now you do not need to look for a patch of similar material to glue a
boat, float tube, standup paddle or damaged raft. Just put a few drops of
EXTASY Liquid PVC on the perforation or cut.
EXTASY Liquid PVC will follow you everywhere, whether in the mountains,
at sea, in the river!

MANUAL:
The surface to be repaired must be dry and clean.
EXTASY LIQUID PVC should be used for all punctures of a product, or a cut of 2-3 cm maximum.
Just drop one or more drops of EXTASY LIQUID PVC at the location of the puncture or cut (picture 1).
For best results, apply an additional coat of EXTASY LIQUID PVC again after a few minutes (picture 2).
If the damage is too great and it is about a cut / notch of more than 2-3 cm, then it is necessary to use a reinforcing
frame during the apposition of the first layer. The second layer must be passed within 5-10 minutes (picture 3).

Accessoires

image 1

image 3

It is obvious that these repairs concerning products whose use is subjected to a vital risk, (boats in PVC, float tube, pontoon, raft, etc.) the degreasing of the surface to be repaired is MANDATORY!
Post repair use should not be done before 24 hours.
Not suitable for repairing rubber goods!
Transparent :
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image 2

SB-EXTAC

Noir :

SB-EXTAN

Vert :

SB-EXTAV

Gris :

SB-EXTAG

Accessoires

SEATS
CLASSIC

BLACK

HEAVY DUTY 10

This removable inflatable seat can
be placed on your inflatable floor,
or directly on your float tube. Thanks
to this inflatable dropstich seat,
buoyancy is increased.

This removable inflatable seat can
be placed on your inflatable floor, or
directly on your float tube. Thanks to
this inflatable dropstich seat of 10cm,
buoyancy is increased.

ref : SB-SDH

ref : SB-SDS

This seat HEAVY DUTY inflatable removable double reinforced material,
with 2 backrest rods holders. Thanks
to this inflatable 10 cm dropstich seat,
the buoyancy is increased.
ref : SB-SDHD10

DROPSTITCH Line

HEAVY DUTY 15
This seat HEAVY DUTY inflatable
removable double reinforced
material, with 3 backrest rods
holders. Thanks to this inflatable dropstich seat 15 cm,
the buoyancy is even more
increased and the fishing position higher.

This removable 10 cm dropstich seat can be placed on
your float tube of the DROPSTITCH LINE range thanks to its 4
clips at the base.
With this seat you can now use
Jungle Operator and Flatform
during your winter sessions with
your back 100% dry, even in
big conditions!

ref : SB-SDHD15
ref : SB-SDDL

ALUMINIUM FRAME SEAT

This high seat aluminum structure, ideal for the DROPSTITCH Line and for SUP inflatable as rotomolded. Attaches to the original
D-Rings with 4 straps provided.
to try it is to adopt it for your long sessions !!
ref : SB-STAL
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Plug'&'Go
Les Bases
Base PLUG&GO- to paste

Base PLUG&GO LOW PROFILE - to paste

Universal PLUG & GO to paste base for float tube, inflatable boat and
Stand Up Paddle,... This base allows to fix all the accessories from the PLUG
& GO range.

Universal base compatible PLUG & GO to glue for float tube, inflatable
boat and Stand Up Paddle ... This base makes it possible to fix all the
accessories of the range PLUG & GO, but with a lower profile.

Réf : SB-MT302

Réf : SB-MT101L

Pad PLUG&GO - to paste

PLUG&GO "EXPERT
"EXPERT SRS"
SRS" - Base to glue

Universal Plug & GO pad to paste base. Ideal for float tube, inflatable
boats and Stand Up Paddles
Réf : SB-MT311

EXPERT SRS universal base compatible PLUG & GO to stick for float tube,
inflatable boat and Stand Up Paddle ... This base allows to fix all the
accessories of the range PLUG & GO, but, if used in pairs, is particularly
studied to receive the Plug&Go Side Rack System.

Accessoires

Réf : SB-MT314
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PLUG&GO - Base bottom
Universal base bottom to attach to a boat
guardrail. The 4 stainless steel nuts and bolts
are supplied
Réf : SB-MT303B

Flush base PLUG&GO

Accessoires

PLUG & GO compatible universal base to be
installed in the
35 flat-edge of a boat, boat
bench, etc ... This base makes it possible to
fix all the accessories of the PLUG & GO
range.
29.5
Réf : SB-MT110
20

35

35
29.5

29.5

20

20

Base PLUG&GO - to screw
Universal PLUG & GO screw base for boat, boat bench, pad to
Réf : SB-MT101

Adaptateur PLUG&GO Low Profile
Universal adapter compatible for all
accessories of the PLUG & GO range
when you want to use LOW PROFILE
base
Réf : SB-ADDP

PLUG&GO - full kit - Special Float Tube
Upgrade your fishing float tube by securely adding a fish finder thanks to
the Seven Bass Design universal fish finder mount. A complete kit including
universal base, echo sounder support, and adjustable nylon webbing.
Réf :SB-KMT315

PLUG&GO base - Special Float Tube
Universal Plug & GO Special Float tube base. This base allows to fix
all the accessories from the PLUG & GO range.
Réf : SB-MT315
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Base quadruple PLUG&GO - AMIRALE

PLUG & GO compatible universal base to be placed on
another PLUG & GO receiver. the AMIRALE has 4 slots for
attaching all accessories PLUG & GO range, door lures and
accessories, and a storage area.
Réf : SB-MT501

extensions PLUG&GO
ntelligent extension system for attaching all PLUG & GO components and accessories.
Rehausse BASE

Rehausse TOP

Rehausse CENTER

kit rehausse RACK articulé complet

Réf : SB-MT401

Réf : SB-MT402

Réf : SB-MT403

Réf : SB-MT204

36

36

45

36

45

36

45

36

36

215
265
195
50

50

50

225
268

215
265
195
50

50

225
268
215
265
225
268

195
50

Rehausse MINI
Réf : SB-MT204B

extension ELBOW for boat

408.2

330
38.1
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330
38.1

Accessoires

Réf : SB-MT203

408.2

Accessoires

Plug&Go - SRS (Side Rack System)
1

Choose the length you need

You will first have to choose the rail length, depending on your needs and the use you will make of it, to create your Side Rack System (SRS). It comes in
60cm and 1 meter.
the rails are to be fixed directly on the gunwales of your boats. You will need to get the matching screws and the best suited to your needs, depending
on whether you attach to wood, fiber or aluminum. In the vertical position, openings are located on one side of the rail, and to position downwards to
evacuate all the water that would otherwise be stagnant.

Réf 60cm : SB-KP202-60
Réf 100cm : SB-KP202-100

2

Choose the orientation of your use
option
VERTICAL

In vertical use, you can easily fix your rail to an
inner edge of your boat. You will need to use the
VERTICAL rail base. You can position as many
VERTICAL bases as you need, and your rail length
can accommodate!

option
HORIZONTAL
Vertical

Réf : SB-MT420

3

In horizontal use, you can fix your rail High
flat on the top of the gunwale of your
boat.
You will have to choose between the
horizontal bases HIGH or LOW. So you
can position as many bases as you
need, and that your rail length can
Réf : SB-LMT601A
accommodate!

Low

Réf : SB-LMT601

With all the rest of the PLUG & GO range of accessories, let your dreams run wild
and your needs, by attaching cane doors, echo sounder door, camera stand, etc...

In order to benefit from the SRS, but without having a permanent solution, we offer you 2 other
temporary options adapting to particular cases
PLUG&GO - complet Kit SRS for bench
The PLUG & GO SRS complete kit for bench allows you to temporarily fix a
30cm mini rail on a boat or inflatable boat bench, thanks to a second plate,
thus simply taking the bench in sandwich.
It comes with 2 LOW horizontal bases that can accommodate the entire
PLUG & GO range.
For bench width 22.5cm max
Réf : SB-BP425

PLUG&GO - complet Kit SRS - SIDE
The complete PLUG & GO SRS - SIDE kit allows to temporarily fix, horizontally
or vertically, a 30cm mini rail on a gunwale, a boat bench or anything!
Thanks to its vice system, it can be fixed on any support less than 6.5cm
thick.
You can then choose to set the bases according to their uses (HORIZONTAL,
HIGH or LOW), then to accommodate the entire range PLUG & GO.
Réf : SB-BP427
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Fish Finder Mount PLUG&GO Large

Fish Finder Mount PLUG&GO Long

This PLUG & GO fish finder mount includes
a platform with multibrand pre
holes.

This PLUG & GO echosounder support includes a tilting platform
with multi-branding. This support fits on all PLUG & GO
support bases and extensions

Réf : SB-KP106

Réf : SB-KP106H

Rod holder PLUG&GO - LOCK

Rod holder PLUG&GO
Universal PLUG & GO rod holder.
Suitable for all our bases, this version
comes
with a safety clasp, making it usable
for both casting and spinning rods.

The PLUG & GO LOCK rod holder fits on
all our bases.
This short version comes with a rigid
safety clasp, making it usable for both
Casting and Spinning rods.

Réf : SB-RH303

Réf : SB-RH302

KIT Rod holder PLUG&GO R-VOLUTION 3

Rod holder PLUG&GO - GENIUS
PLUG & GO GENIUS rod holder
adaptable to all our bases.
This version comes with a safety
clasp, making it usable for both
Casting and Spinning rods, as
well as a quick release trigger
Réf : SB-RH801

Accessoires

Rod holder PLUG&GO R-VOLUTION 3

The rod holder PLUG & GO R-VOLUTION 3 fits on all our bases.
The KIT version comes with a base to be glued, allowing to use it on all our float
tubes of the range HYBRIDE and DROPSTITCH.
The R-VOLUTION3 can accommodate 3 rods simultaneously, both spinning and
casting.
It can be rotated 360 ° on a horizontal plane, and 90 ° on a vertical plane,
which will allow you to adapt to a Flatform or a Rockstar for example !!
Réf KIT : SB-KRHR3
Réf : SB-RHR3
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Accessoires
PLUG&GO - GoCam Mount XL

PLUG&GO - GoCam Mount

The PLUG & GO GoCam mount high mount XL fits all our
bases. This support allows to fix indifferently cameras,
cameras or "action cams" type GoPro.
The stand is mounted on a rotating head to frame exactly
the scenes you want.
main shaft : 64cm

The PLUG & GO GoCam mount high
mount fits all our bases. This support
allows to fix indifferently cameras,
cameras or "action cams" type
GoPro.
The stand is mounted on a rotating
head to frame exactly the scenes
you want.
main shaft : 19cm

Réf : SB-MT404XL

Réf : SB-MT404L

fish finder mount
PLUG & GO multiposition fish finder +
transducer mount for boats and
inflatable boats. The set is made of
aluminum. Total length of 80cm.
Tube diameter is 20mm
Réf : SB-BP110

Deluxe fish finder mount

fish finder mount PLUG&GO

PLUG & GO multiposition fish finder
mount, transducer and battery
holder for boats and inflatable
boats. The set is made of aluminum.
Total length of 80cm.
Tube diameter is 21mm

PLUG & GO multiposition and reclining
fish finder and transducer mount for
boats and inflatable boats.
Total length of 50cm, and 20cm offset.
Réf : SB-KP107

Réf : SB-BP120

fish finder mount PLUG&GO 360

Echo sounder support and PLUG & GO
probe multiposition and tilt for float tubes,
boats and inflatable boats.
the main foot is adjustable in height, and
rotatable at 360 °.
The set is a total length of 80cm, and
23.5cm of offset.
This support comes with a universal base.
Réf : SB-KP360
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Foot Pump

Foot Pump High Pressure
& Large Flow

Small size foot pump.
Supplied with different pump
tips.

Special foot pump large flow for
Stand up paddle, inflatable
boats and Hybrid float tubes.

Double action hands pump (faster
inflation). Supplied with different
pump tips.

Réf : YHFTP2

Réf : PEXC

Réf : YHFTP3

OARS

Pack PUMP+FINS

Bretelles Delux de portage Float tube

Removable set of oars. The best
option for your “mini poontoon
float tubes”.
Réf : OFISH

Réf : SB-PACK

Left Air Chamber

Accessoires

Left
Right
Left + Right Pack

DEF

Straps

Réf : PTHP

These straps allow you to wear your
inflated tube float on the back. They attach
to specific D-Rings under the SEVEN BASS floattubes. When not use, you can store straps in side
bags of your float-tube

SEAT

Foam or Inflatable

AIR

DEVIL

BOLT

Valve

Straps

GATOR

SBD

POONTOON

SB-BG01G

SB-BG02G

SB-BG03G

SB-BG04G

SB-BG01D

SB-BG02D

SB-BG03D

SB-BG04D

SB-BG01

SB-BG02

SB-BG03

SB-BG04

SB-AS01

SB-AS02

SB-AS07

SB-VV

Valves
Seat pack

Hand pump VHP (very high
pressure) special rate for large
Stand up paddle, inflatable
boats and hybrids float tubes

Réf : SB-BDL

Right Air Chamber

ONE
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This pack includes 1 double action
hand pump (faster inflation)
supplied with different pump tips
and a set of special float tubes fins.

Hand Pump VHP
Very High Pressure

Hand Pump

SB-AS01

SB-AS02

SB-AS01

SB-AS01
SB-BR

SB-AS04

-

Accessoires
Oars Kit

Longer Oars Holders
Complete kit including:
- a pair of 2pc oars
- 2 oars holder
- 2 rowing clips
this kit to glue allows you to modify
your float tubes at will so you can use
them with oars for long sessions.
Réf : SB-K-OF

Pair of new screw to change and have oars holder longer when needed.
Réf : SB-RDDN

D-RING to glue

Handle to glue

Patch with a stainless steel ring to
attach all types of accessories on
your float tubes, boats, SUP
inflatable PVC.

Patches with a sticky nylon handle to
be able to carry all your float tubes,
boats, inflatable PVC SUP.

Repair kit

Réf : SB-K-DR

Réf : SB-K-HD

Additional Floor

Rotating seat 360

Complete repair kit including a tube,
a valve wrench, a neck tube and 2
PVC patches for repetition
Réf : SB-K-CR

The all-new SEVEN BASS 360 seat will
allow you to attach a turntable to the
boat, boat, and even your cooler
benches, thus welcoming the seat that
rotates 360 °.
The 360 is a clever and not definitive
solution for more comfort during your
sessions on your boats.
Réf : SB-PPA

This removable inflatable floor can be placed under your seat. It is
used as a booster. Thanks to this additional inflatable floor buoyancy
is improved, the maximum load weight is increased by almost 20kg /
44.09lbs on each item (except BIG BOY and RENEGADE series). It will
offer you a higher position over the water and more safety. A very
useful option!
(not for RENEGADE nor BIGBOY)
reférence :
- modèles before 2018 : YHFM
- modèles after 2018 : YHFM2

SIDE BAGS

LARGE CARRYALL

REAR BAG

Additional or replacement side bags for your float
tubes. The “simple” model only has 1 nylon layer;
while the “double” model has 2. This point gives to
the “double” side bags a better thermal insulation,
what can make a big difference during your
summer/winter fishing sessions. This way, your soft
lures will not be damaged by heat or cold. 2 clips
on each side, 2 Velcro® bands underneath.
Sold by piece.

This big SEVEN BASS carryall bag is made of
Cordura. The easiest way to carry your hybrid float
tubes

Water resistant (not waterproof!) storage bag that
fits perfectly behind the seat of your Brigad,
rmada or Cobra. It will offer you some extra
storage space for your long fishing sessions
Warning: when mounting
Warning: when mounting the Brigad, infinity, Big
Boy et Skullway only 2 clips of 4 can be used!
(Already included into Cobra 170 pack)

Modèle SIMPLE
Modèle DOUBLÉ

ref : YHSLS
ref : YHSLD

ref : YHCB

ref : YHWB
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